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ABSTRACT 
 
Drought is the leading cause of yield loss in maize in the United States, and climate models 
predict that drought events will become more frequent and severe.  In recent years, focus has 
been placed on developing crops to be better adapted to weather extremes by selecting for heat 
tolerance and drought resistant traits.  Due to difficulty in quantifying water-use efficiency 
(WUE), it is a trait that is often not the target of direct selection in breeding programs.  However, 
as global fresh water reserves become depleted and rainfall becomes more sporadic, there is a 
need to shift focus to develop plants that can yield competitively while simultaneously requiring 
less water. Thus, developing methodologies to measure WUE at scale, and elucidating the 
mechanism underlying WUE will become vital to food security in the future. 
 
The relationship between stable carbon isotope ratios (δ13C) and WUE has been well 
characterized in C3 crops, but only recently gained attention in C4 plants.  We observed high 
correlations between WUE and δ13C in greenhouse grown maize, which is important towards 
developing an effective method to quickly assay WUE in C4 species.  To achieve our objective 
of developing δ13C into a useful trait for maize breeders, we studied the optimal environment and 
timepoints for sampling.  Our results demonstrate that a lack of water has the ability to downshift 
δ13C values while maintaining comparable variance.  To assess how quickly δ13C values respond 
to drought conditions, we collected data that illustrates a slow, but immediate, additive decrease 
in δ13C that was detectable as early as the next leaf after water stress was applied.  Once optimal 
water is restored, δ13C values increase and eventually return to pre-drought levels.  These results 
highlight the need to acquire samples when plants are not experiencing drought stress.  
  
To further develop δ13C measurements for real-world applications, large multiyear trials were 
planned with elite germplasm.  These experiments showed moderate levels of heritability which 
facilitate characterizing the genetic architecture of this trait.  Prior mapping attempts found 
regions correlated to δ13C, while multiple methods presented here did not.  Our results show the 
complexity and multigenic nature of δ13C, thus highlighting the need for approaches that 
combine effects from every marker.  Genomic prediction is one such method to account for the 
additive nature of this phenotype.  The integration of physiological and genetic control of δ13C 
facilitates the breeding and engineering of more efficient crops.  
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CHAPTER 1 
Introduction 
GLOBAL CLIMATE CHANGE: PRECIPITATION 
Increased aridity is projected to occur in the 21st century over every continent, excluding 
Antarctica, with persistent drought in the next 20-50 years possible for the United States (Dai et 
al. 2011).  Climate projections for the upcoming decades show a clear need to increase crop 
production to meet the demands of a growing world population (Edgerton et al. 2009; Tester et 
al. 2010).  Yet decreases in net production of major cereal crops are expected if effective 
adaptations to combat climate change are not developed (Challinor et al. 2014; Howden et al. 
2007).  While observed trends in the 20th century show increased annual precipitation (Alexander 
et al. 2006; DeAngelis et al; 2010, Dai et al. 2018), the majority of these increases occur outside 
of the growing season as shown by drier summers projected for the majority of the United States 
(National Climate Assessment 2014).  In conjunction with changes in total precipitation, the 
frequency of precipitation events is projected to decrease, thus indicating an increased chance of 
both drought and flood occurrences under high emission scenarios (Dai et al. 2018; Sun et al. 
2007).  With an increase in modeled intense precipitation events, surface runoff will be higher, 
thus preventing a portion of rainfall from recharging the soil moisture reserve (Zhao et al. 2015).  
Therefore, simulated crop yields for the latter half of the 21st century predict greater loses due to 
changes in temperature and precipitation as forecasted by global climate models (Challinor et al. 
2014; Porter et al. 2005; Adams et al. 1990). 
 
INCREASING TEMPERATURE AND VAPOR PRESSURE DEFICIT 
The 2015 Paris Agreement called for action to be taken to prevent global-mean temperature from 
increasing by 1.5 °C with a majority of high emission scenario models predicting this to occur by 
2050 (Karmalkar and Bradley 2017).  While increased temperatures are responsible for heat 
stress and yield loss around the global (Battisti et al. 2009 ), warming trends are also associated 
with increases in vapor pressure deficit which lead to elevated levels of evapotranspiration in 
plants (Dai et al. 2018).  Indeed, VPD has been shown to be a better indicator of drought severity 
in maize and soybeans than soil water content because of the effects of VPD on stomatal 
conductance (Kimm et al. 2020).  A positive feedback loop is observed as warming temperatures 
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increase evaporation, which results in drying land, which facilitates further warming (Dai et al. 
2011; Dai et al. 2018).  These projected changes to temperature and VPD greatly impact 
available soil water with models suggesting widespread agricultural drought events due to a 
reduction of soil moisture (Zhao et al. 2015).  Thus, global food security is likely to become 
jeopardized unless large investments towards adaptation are made (Battisti et al. 2009). 
 
SENSITIVITY TO DROUGHT 
Plants show a greater sensitivity to drought, with greater losses in production, compared to 
damage caused by extreme heat events (Lesk et al. 2016).  In rainfed cropping systems it is 
important to mitigate crop water stress by maintaining soil moisture, as grain yields are largely 
determined by precipitation and available soil moisture (Grassini et al. 2009).  Even when 
irrigation amounts differs by 1 cm, significant differences in hybrid maize yield can be observed 
(Cooper et al. 2014).  In the period between 1995 and 2012, before stress tolerant traits were 
commercially available, Lobell et al. reported that hybrid maize cultivars became more sensitive 
to both drought and high VPDs (2014).  While the individual hybrids became more sensitive, 
field level observed yield per area becoming less sensitive likely due to cultural practices, such 
as the shift to higher planting densities.  Recent advances in cultivar development and managed 
stress trials have addressed this lack of reduced sensitivity at the plant level resulting in the 
release of hybrids specifically marketed for drought stress conditions (Gaffney et al. 2015).  
 
CONSTRAINTS OF IRRIGATION  
The combined effect of temperature and precipitation change forecasted will lead to an increase 
in crop water demand (Adams et al. 1990).  Even as the need for irrigation grows, predicted 
limitations to fresh water sources could cause 20-60 Mha of land across the world be converted 
from irrigated crops to rainfed systems by 2100 (Elliot et al. 2013).  In the developing world, the 
water supply for irrigation is projected to become more scarce than in the developed world 
(Rosegrant et al. 2002).  Due to increased water scarcity, changes in management strategies are 
needed to increase production per unit of water rather than aiming to simply maximize 
production under a system with unlimited resources (Fereres et al. 2006).  While irrigation has 
been shown to be a major buffer in preserving yields when faced with inadequate precipitation 
and extreme temperature indices (Troy et al. 2015), just over one quarter of total farm acres in 
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the United States are irrigated (USDA NASS FRIS 2018).  United States agricultural production 
patterns are likely to experience regional shifts as crop irrigation requirements start to reflect 
moisture availability (Adams et al. 1990). 
 
Rainfed agriculture will remain a major part of food production in the developing world 
(Rockstrom et al. 2010) as well as first world countries like the United States where 87% of corn 
acres were irrigated in 2018 (USDA NASS FRIS 2018).  Crops have been shown to be most 
sensitive to weather extremes over relatively short periods (Adams et al. 1990) which places a 
priority in maintaining crop available moisture during the growing season to mitigate adverse 
effects should a lack of rainfall occur.  If water management strategies can span arid periods, 
then the risks to yield losses will be reduced (Rockstrom et al. 2010).  Genetic and physiological 
methods that increase a plant’s WUE combined with management practices that conserve soil 
moisture have substantial potential to ameliorate the negative impacts of climate change on crop 
production (Howden et al. 2007). 
 
AGRONOMIC PRACTICES  
Shifts in planting time or the use of irrigation to ensure sufficient water during reproductive 
stages also see an increase in biomass produced per unit of water used (Messina et al. 2015).  
Preserving plant available moisture can be obtained through attentive irrigation management or 
agronomic practices that maximize stored soil moisture in dryland environments (Blum 2009).  
One management option is to choose shorter-season varieties that can be harvested before soil 
water becomes limiting.  Some success has being seen in soybeans, which are particularly 
sensitive to soil water deficit (Sinclair 2018).  Strategies that increase soil residue or increase 
canopy coverage result in a reduction of evapotranspiration and soil temperature, thus preserving 
available soil moisture (Farooq et al. 2019). 
 
ADVENTAGEOUS TRAITS 
Yield potential is not always compatible with increased drought resistance, thus highlighting the 
need to study the physiology of traits that convey reduced water use without deleterious effects 
on yield (Blum 2009).  For example, plants with a yellowish hue corresponding to reduced 
chlorophyll content show reduced water use in conjunction to lower levels of photosynthetically 
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active radiation absorption (Blum 2009).  The following papers provide an in depth review of 
traits associated with reduced water use (Sinclair et al. 1984; Yoo et al. 2009; Farooq et al. 2019; 
Sinclair 2018; Condon 2020) which I will highlight.  Stomatal density and aperture traits affect 
daytime and nighttime transpiration, which have been shown as feasible approaches to improve 
water use (Roelfsema and Hedrich 2005; Nilson and Assmann 2007).  Although cuticle thickness 
and trichrome density affect leaf boundary layer resistance, these changes have not been 
associated with decreased in transpirational water loss (Benz and Martin, 2006).  Traits 
associated with early vigor and canopy closure reduce soil evaporation, while smaller leaf area 
indices coupled with deep roots improved whole plant water use in well-watered conditions.  
Root architecture traits including longer root lengths with reduced root density near the soil 
surface show enhanced water and nutrient uptake (Tron et al. 2015; Kiba et al. 2016).  Simulated 
traits including reduced maximum transpiration rate also show improvements of mean yields by 
7% (Sinclair et al. 2005).  The plethora of phenotypes associated with improved water use 
highlight the numerous routes possible towards improving a plant’s survival in a water limiting 
environment.  
 
Two main options that plants utilize to overcome water deficits are dehydration tolerance or 
dehydration avoidance (Blum 2009).  Dehydration tolerance is the ability to maintain whole 
plant and cellular functions in a dehydrated state (Blum 2009).  Dehydration tolerance traits, 
which include entering a quiescent state, greater abscisic acid sensitivity, and increased osmotic 
adjustment, are associated with improved yield under high stress environments (Fess et al. 2011).   
However, dehydration tolerance is secondary to dehydration avoidance.  Dehydration avoidance, 
detailed in the agronomic practices section above, is implemented by reducing the amount of 
water required to produce a given unit of biomass or grain, also known as water use efficiency 
(WUE) (Sinclair et al. 1984).  It is important to note that WUE and drought tolerance are 
interacting traits and inherently nonsynonymous (Leakey et al. 2019) thus paving the way to 
combine these two strategies to increase crop yield potential in unfavorable environments.   
 
WATER USE EFFICIENCY 
There are a plethora of ways to define WUE based on the input and output variables collected.  
Formulas for calculating WUE can be divided into whole plant estimates or instantaneous 
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estimates.  Whole plant WUE, WUEb, is defined as the ration of biomass accumulated, either 
plant biomass or crop yield, to water consumed, evapotranspiration or total water input (Sinclair 
et al. 1984).  Intrinsic WUE, WUEi, is the instantaneous rate of carbon assimilation over 
transpiration at the stomata level (Condon et al. 2002).  While improvements in WUEi have been 
demonstrated by increasing carbon assimilation relative transpiration (Chaves et al. 2004), a 
recent publication has highlighted the disconnect between increased photosynthesis and 
increased yields (Sinclair et al. 2019).  Furthermore, genotypes with reduced carbon assimilation 
can still have greater growth and WUE (Condon 2020).  An emphasis should therefore be placed 
on maximizing yield per unit of water instead of increasing net photosynthesis per unit of water.  
A more feasible method of improving WUEi would be to decrease daytime and/or nighttime 
transpiration (Yoo et al. 2009).  Additional simulations show that in low yield potential 
environments, sorghum with a low maximum transpiration rate had 9-13% mean yield increase 
compared to models with no upper limit on transpiration (Sinclair et al. 2005).  Hammer et al. 
report that the best method for adapting crops towards future climate change is improvement of 
transpiration efficiency (2020).  Fortunately, there is strong evidence for genetic components that 
underlie water use, including over 20 genes that have been found to be associated with WUE 
across 8 different crop species (reviewed in Leakey et al. 2019).   
 
METHODS FOR IMPROVEMENT 
Quantifying WUE can be labor intensive and time prohibitive for large scale applications.  The 
use of a single time point measurement of WUEi by measuring gas exchange is inherently limited 
because it captures just a snapshot of a dynamic process compared to measurements taken over a 
plant’s growth and development.  Measuring the stable carbon isotope ratio of the leaf can 
potentially overcome the time limitation of collecting WUEb or WUEi in order to implement 
these traits in a breeding program (Sinclair 2018).   Carbon isotope composition has been 
documented to be correlated with WUE in C3 crops (O’leary 1988; Farquhar et al. 1989b; 
Condon et al. 2002; Condon et al. 2004) and to a lesser extent in C4 plants (Farquhar 1983; 
Leakey et al. 2019; Twohey et al. 2019).  Carbon isotope composition (δ13C), is the ratio of 
13C/12C in plant tissue compared to the ratio of 13C/12C in a reference standard of Vienna PeeDee 
Belemnite (O’Leary 1988; Slater et al. 2001). 
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δ 13C = [
Rsample
Rstandard
− 1] ∗ 1000 
Values of δ13C are negative because the standard has a high ratio of 13C/12C and plants have a net 
discrimination against the heavier isotope (Condon et al. 2002).  Breeding for higher WUEi using 
δ13C as a proxy trait has been successful in wheat and resulted in the wheat cultivar ‘Drysdale’ 
for rainfed Australia (Condon et al. 2004; Rebetzke 2002).  The genetic control of carbon isotope 
discrimination was predicted to be polygenic over three decades ago (Farquhar et al. 1989a), 
which suggests multiple gene targets towards improvement.  
 
FOCUS ON MAIZE 
Improving water use is particularly important in maize, with over three quarters of the 90 million 
acres of maize in the United States being rainfed (USDA NASS FRIS 2018).  In 2018 1.1 billion 
metric tons of maize was produced globally (FAO 2018) with the United States accounting for 
just over 34% of the world’s production.  Estimates on how much water an acre of maize 
requires range from 3,000 – 4,000 gallons of water per acre per day at peak transpiration (US 
Geological Survey 1960) to 530,000 gallons in total rainfall over a growing season (Suyker et al. 
2009).  Maize is most sensitive to yield loss immediately before and after anthesis and silking 
(Westgate and Boyer 1986).  With the National Climate Assessment of 2014 predicting above 
average occurrence of drought during summer months, the potential for major maize yield loss is 
high.    
 
Between various hybrids of maize grown in the field, differing amounts of water were taken up 
(McFadden et al. 2019) thus signifying natural variation and the potential for improvement.   
Maize grown under irrigation showed larger evapotranspiration amounts compared to rainfed 
maize (Suyker et al. 2009) indicating the necessity for reduced transpiration even in well-watered 
environments.  Maize that was watered 80% of field capacity showed reduced transpiration with 
no detrimental effects on plant height or dry weight (Kolbe et al. 2018).  As a result of weather 
uncertainty and yield losses due to drought, US farmers planted over one-fifth of corn acreage in 
drought tolerant varieties in 2016 with the majority of those varieties being traditionally bred for 
drought tolerance (McFadden et al. 2019).  The successful breeding of drought tolerant varieties 
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by the seed has been achieved despite low prediction accuracies (Cooper et al. 2014).  Lines 
marketed as AQUAmax hybrids have resulted in yield increases under drought conditions 
(Messina et al. 2015; Sinclair 2018).  
 
Given the current projections for increased water stress over crop growing regions worldwide, 
the necessity to implement crop adaptations to prevent yield loss is becoming more apparent.  
One method towards improving crop adaptations is through exploiting the relationship between 
δ13C and WUE.  The following two chapters characterize how δ13C and WUE interact in publicly 
available maize inbred lines pertinent towards industry hybrids and how environmental variables 
restrict the usage of implementing δ13C in breeding programs.  Additionally, the complexity of 
WUE highlights the need to implement genetic mapping and genomic prediction technologies to 
better understand and thus utilize δ13C to increase yield potential in the face of changing 
environments.  
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CHAPTER 2 
The Physiological Response of Stable Carbon Isotopes in Maize to Water Limiting 
Conditions 
ABSTRACT 
In a changing world with water resources projected to become more uncertain, developing crops 
with increased water use efficiency (WUE) has the potential to increase global food security.  
The stable carbon isotope ratio of the leaf (δ13C) has been reported as an effective proxy trait for 
WUE in C3 plants, but limited studies explore this relationship in C4 species.  Relatively few 
experiments on maize have been reported in the literature resulting in a lack of consensus for 
sampling methods and environmental considerations.  Here we report the effects of a water 
limiting environment on stable carbon isotopes composition.  A downshift in δ13C values is 
observed with increasing severity of drought which is cumulative over developmental time.  
However, a reversal in the δ13C signature is possible in new leaves if water stress is alleviated.  
These results facilitate the collection of leaf samples for δ13C analysis by informing sampling to 
reduce environment variability for an unbiased analysis.  The overarching theme to this chapter 
is to better characterize stable carbon isotopes in maize to facilitate the adoption of δ13C in both 
basic research and applied crop improvement settings.   
 
INTRODUCTION 
The less abundant naturally occurring stable isotope of carbon, 13C, is present in 1.1149% of 
atmospheric CO2 (von Caemmerer et al. 2014).  During photosynthesis, specifically carbon 
assimilation via ribulose1·5-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase (Rubisco), a portion of the 
carbohydrate pool produced contains the heavier 13C.  The difference in the mass of the carbon 
isotopes can be detected via an elemental analyzer in conjunction with an isotope ratio mass 
spectrometer or by tuneable diode laser absorption spectroscopy (Lynch et al. 2011; Tazoe et al. 
2011, respectively).  These two methods differ in that the first method utilizes dried biomass 
which represents an integrated value of carbon fixation over time, with a portion of the carbon 
having been fixed by older leaves.  The second method employs a laser to relay instantaneous 
rates of carbon isotope discrimination (Tazoe et al. 2011; von Caemmerer et al. 2014).  While 
differences in plant carbon isotopic signatures have been known for many decades (Wickman 
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1952), as well as the implications for photosynthesis (O’Leary 1988) and plant water-use 
efficiency (Farquhar et al. 1989b), recent advances in the cost and precision of mass 
spectrometers have made sampling large populations more a more feasible phenotype for plant 
breeding programs (Condon et al. 2004). 
 
There are two main units for comparing plant isotope composition where Farquhar and Richards 
(1984) defined ∆ as: 
 ∆ =
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with 𝑎 signifying atmosphere and 𝑝 for plant tissue.  In plant tissue ∆ is typically positive 
indicating depletion of 13C in plant tissue compared to atmospheric CO2.  In the second form, 
δ13C is defined as: 
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where 𝑠 signifies the plant sample and 𝑟 is the reference sample.  The international reference 
standard for comparing samples against is a type of limestone, Vienna PeeDee Belemnite (Slater 
et al. 2001).  All plant δ13C values are negative indicating a depletion of 13C compared to the 
reference which has relatively high levels of 13C.  Both ∆ and δ13C are represented on a per mille 
basis (‰) to avoid comparing small numbers (Farquhar et al. 1982). 
 
Carbon isotope discrimination has been used as a means for discerning which type of 
photosynthesis a plant employs, with observed δ13C values for C3 plants ranging from -25 to -29 
‰ and C4 plants ranging from -12 to -16‰ (Smith and Epstein 1971; Whelan et al. 1973; 
O’Leary 1988; von Caemmerer et al. 2014).  O’Leary, supported by Cernusak et. al 2013, 
reported that C4 plants have a smaller variance of δ13C when compared to C3 plants with the 
majority concentrated between -11 and -14 ‰ (1988).  This observed difference is due to both 
pre and post-photosynthetic fractionation (von Caemmerer et al. 2014).  Rubisco has a strong 
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discrimination against 13C which leads tissue from C3 plants to have more negative values 
(Farquhar et al. 1982).  In contrast, the first step in the carbon concentrating mechanism of C4 
photosynthesis is the hydration of CO2 into bicarbonate via carbonic anhydrase, which favors 
13C 
before Rubisco can discriminate against it and thus is the primary reason C4 plants have less 
negative δ13C values (Farquhar 1983; O’Leary 1988). 
 
In addition to the biochemical differences, interpreting isotopic ratios of C4 plants is inherently 
more complicated because the Kranz anatomy introduces more physical barriers that carbon has 
to move through.  One such example is CO2 leakage from bundle sheath cells, which could 
theoretically influence the discrimination against 13C (Bowman et al. 1989) in addition to the 
propensity of bicarbonate with 12C to leak more than 13C (Farquhar 1983).  Ellsworth and 
Cousins report that bundle sheath leakiness can have a large effect on ∆ of leaf tissue by altering 
the 13C/12C ratio of the carbon pool prior to carbon fixation by rubisco (2016).  Leakiness, where 
a portion of the CO2 in the bundle sheath diffuses back into the mesophyll, is thought to play less 
of a role in isotope discrimination in the C4 subtypes NADP-ME and PEPCK due to the bundle 
sheath cells containing a suberized lamella (Farquhar 1983; von Caemmerer et al. 2014).  
 
Early studies showed consistent genotypic ranking of ∆ among lines of wheat grown in multiple 
locations (Condon et al. 1987) and between δ13C of corn and alfalfa grown in the same location 
over two years (Buchmann and Ehleringer 1998).  While this implies genetic control over δ13C, 
there is also ample evidence of variation due to the environment, with particular emphasis on 
stressful environments strongly influencing carbon discrimination.  Plants exposed to greater 
light irradiance have been observed to have mixed reports with increases (Farquhar et al. 1989a) 
and decreases (Cernusak et al. 2013; von Caemmerer et al. 2014) in δ13C being reported.  In 
addition, plants gown in saline soils can exhibit both increases (Farquhar et al. 1982) or 
decreases (Bowman et al. 1989) in δ13C.  These disparate results convey the pitfalls in collecting 
samples in off-target environments for a breeding program.  
 
While the physiological responses to light and salinity are still being characterized, there is a 
consensus that a shift in carbon isotopic ratios is observed in water limiting conditions for both 
C3 (Farquhar et al. 1982; Knight et al. 1994) and C4 plants (Bowman et al. 1989; Monneveux et 
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al. 2007; Twohey et al. 2019).  In a small number of species, a shift in isotopic signature is due to 
changes in photosynthetic metabolism, for example shifting from C3 to CAM metabolism during 
a drought (Nishida et al. 1981; Farquhar et al. 1989a; Hartwell et al. 2016).  While teasing apart 
genetic and environmental interactions necessitates proper sampling conditions, it also highlights 
possible issues in utilizing δ13C towards crop improvement.   
 
There is an urgent need to develop crop varieties with higher WUE (Condon et al. 2004), and to 
fully exploit the advantageous correlation stable carbon isotopes have with WUE, further 
understanding of the effect water limitation has on these measurements is required.  Therefore, in 
this study we used a controlled greenhouse environment coupled with field experiments to (1) 
asses the natural diversity of stable carbon isotopes in maize to illustrate potential gain; (2) 
quantify what effect the severity of drought has on stable carbon isotopes and its relation to 
WUE; and (3) characterize the timeframe water limitation has on leaf isotopic ratios to reinforce 
the integrated nature of this measurement.   
 
METHODS 
Experimental design: Greenhouse 
Both the drought severity experiment and drought time course experiment were conducted at the 
University of Illinois Plant Care Facility located in Urbana, Illinois.  For the drought severity 
experiment, maize seeds were sown on September 8th 2017 in 50 cell trays containing LC1 
substrate.  Care was taken to maintain well-watered conditions until water treatments began.  At 
17 days after planting the seedlings were transplanted into classic 2000 pots containing 1:1:1:3 of 
sterilized soil, peat, perlite, and LC1 plus 50ml of Osmocote® (11-4-17).  Pots had coffee filters 
covering the drainage hole to prevent soil loss throughout the duration of the experiment.  The 
water treatment began 21 days after planting, with treatment groups consisting of 100%, 80% 
and 40% of field capacity.  Prior to transplanting, field capacity of the soil media was determined 
by weighing individual pots at saturation, and then drying them in an oven until weights ceased 
to decrease.  The water treatments began 33 days after planting, each pot was weighed to obtain 
a starting weight, plant weight was factored out, and field capacity was calculated.  Each pot was 
treated individually so as not to let slight differences in soil volume affect measurements.  For 
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the watering, pots were weighed when the greenhouse lights turned on, evapotranspiration was 
recorded, and the amount depleted was replaced to original treatment weight.  
 
Four publicly available recombinant inbred lines (RILs) from the maize NAM panel tested, 
Z021E0097, Z007E0150, Z021E0032, Z007E0067.  Family 7 was derived from B73 x NC358 
and family 21 was derived from B73 x CML333.  These had consistently extreme δ13C values in 
a field setting.  Each line was replicated with 5 individuals randomly spaced across 2 
experimental blocks.  Each water treatment had two pots that only contained soil that were 
weighed and watered daily to account for evaporation.  Every 7 days the plants were fertilized 
with 500 mL of CalMag 300ppm (15-5-15).  Plants were harvested at 65 days after transplanting 
and dried for 14 days in a drier at 60°C for biomass weight measurements.  Total water use was 
calculated by summing up the change in weight each day and subtracting out the average weight 
lost from the evaporation control.  Transpiration efficiency was calculated by the weight (g) of 
dried above ground biomass over total volume of water used.  
 
Intrinsic WUE (WUEI) was estimated using a LICOR-6800 at growth stage V9 over 3 days for 
plants in the 100% field capacity treatment.  The leaf chamber was set to 25°C, 400 ppm CO2, 
VPD of 1.5 kPa, and 1500 µmol m-2 sec-1 of light.  Measurements were recorded after steady-
state was achieved.  WUEI was calculated as average net photosynthesis (A) over transpiration 
(E).  Leaf samples were collected at 54 and 64 days after planting.  
 
The drought time course experiment consisted of 12 plants of B73 grown over two water 
treatments, 100% well-watered and 50% well-watered.  Seeds were planted on January 3, 2018 
and transplanted into classic 1000 pots of the same soil mix described above on January 17th, 
2018.  Leaf tissue was collected at 8 developmental time points on each plant, V10 through V17.  
The water treatment began on February 15th with the 100% treatment receiving 1L of water 
every morning and the 50% receiving 0.5 L every morning at 9 am.  On February 22, the 100% 
treatment was increased to 1.5 L every morning and the 50% treatment receiving 0.75 L.  Once a 
week the plants were fertilized with 500 mL of 30-30-30.  The experiment ended on March 12, 
2018.  
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Experimental design: Field 
The Wisconsin Diversity Panel was grown at the Crop Sciences Research and Education Center 
in Urbana, Illinois in 2016.  Fifteen seeds were planted in 3.7 m rows with 0.8 m spacing 
between rows and 0.9 m alleys.  A subset of the panel, limited due to seed availability, consisting 
of 413 lines were grown in a randomized single replicate trial (Table A.1).  The ExPVP panel 
(Table A.2) was grown under the same methods in 2017, 2018, and 2019 with the addition of one 
location in 2018 at the Crop Sciences First street farm in Savoy, Illinois.  A subset of 48 lines 
from the ExPVP panel was grown in 2016.  Leaf samples were collected when B73 reached V10 
in maturity.  
 
Sample Collection 
Leaf samples were collected by sampling from the middle of the uppermost fully expanded leaf, 
taking care to avoid the midrib, with a 0.5 cm diameter hole punch.  For field grown plants, 6 
punches per plant were taken from 4 plants in the row. A pooling of these 24 discs was used for 
δ13C analysis.  Greenhouse plants consisted of 24 punches pooled from a single plant.  Samples 
were immediately placed in 2 mL tubes and placed in a drier set at 60°C for a minimum of 2 
weeks.  Samples were then ground with a Geno Grinder at 1000 strokes per minute for 10 
minutes with steel ball bearings and stored in a sealed cabinet containing Drierite.  Samples were 
prepared for the stable carbon isotope analysis by placing 1 to 2 µg of ground plant tissue into a 
6 x 4 mm tin capsule.  Samples were run through a Costech instruments elemental combustion 
system and then either a Delta V Advantage (University of Illinois) or a Delta PlusXP 
(Washington State University) isotope ratio mass spectrometer to determine δ13C values.  The 
developmental time course samples were run at Washington State University and all other 
sample were run at the University of Illinois.  
   
Sample collection, as described above, is in accordance with methods described in Twohey et al. 
2019.  It is important to note that differences in carbon isotopic signatures can theoretically occur 
between upper canopy and lower canopy tissue due to differing light intensities (Farquhar et al.  
1989a) which was reported in forest canopies (Medin and Minchin 1980).  This obstacle is 
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overcome by always sampling from the uppermost fully mature leaf in maize canopies, with no 
significant differences found between non-juvenile vegetative stage samples prior to 
reproductive developmental stages (Twohey et al. 2019).  Care should be taken to avoid 
sampling juvenile tissue as more negative δ13C values have been reported in Twohey et al. 2019 
 
Statistical analysis 
All statistical analyses and data visualizations were performed in R (R Core Team 2017).  
Graphs were made using the package ggplot2.  The correlation matrix was generated from the 
package corrplot.  
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  
When considering isotope discrimination it is important to assess the composition of the source 
air to make informed comparisons between experiments with similar conditions.  There are 
slight, 0.2 ‰, seasonal changes to atmospheric levels of 13C in addition to large depletions in 
13CO2 derived from fossil fuels such as coal (Farquhar et al. 1989a).  Anecdotally, δ13C values in 
our greenhouse experiments described here trend less negative by 1 – 2 ‰ when compared to the 
same lines in field-grown conditions, which has also previously been observed (Anyia et al. 
2007; Twohey et al. 2019).  These changes are potentially due to a closed environment having 
distinct compositions from atmospheric levels or the season changes detailed above.  For this 
purpose, we make no direct comparison of absolute values between greenhouse and field δ13C, 
but instead report on trends observed.  
 
One of the first studies to look at a large number, 120, of maize cultivars showed slight variation 
in δ13C that was not significantly different from machine error (O’Leary 1988).  Subsequent 
publications have shown significant differences in δ13C for diverse populations of maize: 
CIMMYT tropical inbred lines (Monneveux et al. 2007), European flint mapping population 
(Gresset et al. 2014), and recombinant inbred lines derived from the NAM diversity panel (Kolbe 
et al. 2018; Twohey et al. 2019).  These results are congruent with the range in values seen from 
413 lines of the Wisconsin Diversity Panel (Fig 2.1).  Indeed, variation within this panel ( -11.5 
to -13.2 ‰) is almost as large as variation seen within the majority of C4 plants ( -11 to -14 ‰, 
Cernusak et al. 2013).  Interestingly, when separated by heterotic group assigned by Hansey et. 
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al 2011, no strong population structure was observed for δ13C with most heterotic groups 
containing a large range of values.  These results are comparable in the ExPVP panel and suggest 
that selection for certain isotopic values is feasible based off the abundance of natural variation.  
Unexpectedly, the variance found in the Wisconsin Diversity Panel was similar to what was 
observed in the ExPVPs (Supplemental Table 2.1).  This suggests that δ13C has not been under 
selection in elite germplasm, and this has the potential to be incorporated into breeding 
programs. 
 
Environmental variations should be considered when interpreting multi-year and multi-location 
studies due to the potential of high stressed environments affecting carbon isotope discrimination 
(Farquhar et al. 1989b).  When the growing condition one year is similar to another, δ13C 
remains relatively constant as shown in maize grown unirrigated over two years in Utah 
(Buchmann and Ehleringer 1998).  Differences in locations can also explain observed changes to 
δ13C.  Supplementary Fig 2.1 shows the same panel of ExPVPs grown in two locations less than 
1 km apart, that experienced the same weather conditions, showed significant differences 
between locations.  Differences in soil types were observed at the two locations, with the SF 
location having lower soil organic matter and lower water holding capacity. The SF location 
showed a corresponding downshifted mean δ13C.  These results are consistent with the theory 
that increased levels of stress can shift δ13C to more negative values.  Another consideration is C4 
plants have been shown to have decreased δ13C levels when grown with low nitrogen availability 
(Bowman et al. 1989), which is not suspected to be causing the changes observed here due to 
similar management practices.  Yet some manner of repeatability was observed with a 
correlation of 0.47 between two reps grown side by side (Supplementary Fig 2.2).  Collectively, 
this highlights the importance of incorporating a location term into models explaining carbon 
isotopic variation.  
 
While inbred lines of maize with extreme high and low carbon isotope composition have been 
shown to remain consistent over multiple years in field settings (Twohey et al. 2019), differences 
in rank order have also been observed with divergent growing conditions (Supplementary Fig 
2.3).  Dissimilarities in δ13C values between 2016 and 2017 have been attributed to a short-term 
lack of adequate water, on the order of 3 weeks with below normal precipitation during 2017, 
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though the location and sampling time remained constant.  A similar spread indicates no change 
in variation between years but a complete reordering implies additional factors having profound 
effects.  This is consistent with other observations of water limitation downshifting δ13C values 
(Farquhar et al. 1982; Knight et al. 1994).   
 
First, to determine the severity of drought on δ13C values, four inbred genotypes were selected 
that had consistently extreme δ13C values in field settings over multiple years.  One high and low 
value recombinant inbred line were chosen from two families of the nested association mapping 
population (McMullen et al. 2009).  Lines were also quality checked to have similar 
morphological traits so as not to introduce outside bias as evidenced in Table 2.1.  Supplemental 
Fig 2.4 illustrates the experimental design as detailed in the methods.   
 
When comparing total water usage in the 100% well-watered treatment, Fig 2.2 illustrates 
divergent trends observed over the course of the experiment.  For the lines from family 7, isotope 
and water use followed closely to our expectations with the RIL using the most water having less 
negative δ13C values and the RIL transpiring the least amount of water had more negative values 
(Fig 2.3 & Table 2.2).  This was not the case for family 21 with both RILs transpiring similar 
amounts of water over the duration of the experiment.  It should be noted that in the greenhouse, 
isotopic signatures did not differ for RILs from family 21, which could potentially explain why 
corresponding similarities in water use were observed.  The difference between observed and 
expected δ13C in these RILs may be due to difference in greenhouse and field environments. 
Nevertheless, Z007E0150 transpired less water than Z021E0097 and Z021E0032 in the 100% 
well-watered treatment even though their 64 DAP δ13C values were not significantly different.   
 
Taken together, differences in water use corresponded to a difference in isotopic levels which is 
highlighted with a correlation coefficient of -0.75 between δ13C and TEa (Fig 2.4).  The extent of 
water limitation also has a profound effect on δ13C values, with 80% of field capacity not having 
a noticeable effect but 40% field capacity resulted in a downshifting of 0.66 to 1.44 ‰ (Table 
2.2).  These data indicate the importance of collecting field measurements in optimal conditions 
under low water stress scenarios.  In field settings of wheat, ∆ was positively correlated to 
biomass (Condon et al. 1987), which agrees with our correlation coefficient of 0.77 between δ13C 
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and biomass (Fig 2.4).  Other correlations observed fit our expectations, with higher transpiration 
efficiency being strongly correlated to lower levels of transpiration and biomass.  While these 
correlations indicate associations they do not exclude the possibility of finding both high levels 
of transpiration efficiency coupled with higher levels of biomass yield.  Indeed in rainfed bread 
wheat, ∆ was positively correlated to grain yield (Rebetzke et al. 2002). 
 
When comparing δ13C to WUE it is important to note that C4 plants exhibit an opposite 
correlation than C3 plants, with more negative values correlated to higher levels of WUE in C4 
systems (Cernusak et al. 2013).  Intrinsic and agronomic WUE, also represented as TEa due to 
biomass replacing harvested grain, were calculated among data collected from the 100% well-
watered treatment (Fig 2.5).  Results were congruent when ranking the RILs via both 
measurements.  A holistic approach is required when interpreting WUE values, while 
Z007E0150 clearly was the most efficient, it also had the least biomass of any RIL.  There is 
certainly a need for breeders to evaluate WUE alongside agronomic performance to avoid 
selecting a highly WUE that has low growth and yield.  
 
Although the downshift in δ13C values associated with water limitation has been shown in 
various plants, as detailed above, there is a lack of information as to how quickly this response 
takes place.  Bowman et al. 1989 put forth the hypothesis that the degree of downshifting 
depends on the temporal duration of the stress.  Fig 2.6 illustrates just how quickly water 
limitation is able to influence δ13C.  The leaf that developed immediately after the drought 
treatment was initiated expressed a downwards shift in δ13C.  A decrease in δ13C over time is 
observed in an additive manner with more negative values for each subsequent leaf.  Before 
watering was increased, the 100% well-watered plants were starting to show signs of wilt due to 
increasing plant size requiring more water, isotopic values rebounded to some degree once the 
treatment at the new water volume took effect.  These results imply that a detectable portion of 
carbon sampled in leaf tissue represents recent CO2 assimilated and therefore a possibility of 
collecting reliable samples after a stress event has passed.  
 
In C4 plants, bundle sheath leakiness can vary and is expected to affect the ratio of intracellular 
CO2 concentrations over atmospheric CO2 concentrations, where this ratio is a primary driver of 
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∆ in C3 plants (Cernusak et al. 2013).  Leakiness has been theoretically shown to increase during 
water stress (Bowman et al. 1989) which could potentially explain the downshift of δ13C during 
water limitation.  Recent studies indicate leakiness may not be responsive to short term or long 
term water stress (Sonawane and Cousins 2020).  Depending on the C4 subtype of 
photosynthesis, leakiness is likely substantially reduced in bundle sheath cells with a suberized 
lamella (Farquhar 1983; Cernusak et al. 2013; von Caemmerer et al. 2014).  This suberized 
lamella is not the only factor affecting isotope discrimination as C4 subtypes NADP-ME and 
PEPCK, which both have suberized lamella, show differences for δ13C (Henderson et al. 1988).  
The dominant subtype of photosynthesis in maize NADP-ME but it also has a portion of the total 
carbon fixed through the PEPCK pathway (Wang et al. 2014), which could explain in part the 
large natural variation observed for δ13C.  Leakiness cannot be measured directly, which has 
resulted in contradictions about its influence (Cernusak et al. 2013).  
 
CONCLUSION 
Water limitation is a major threat to global crop production and can in part be overcome by 
developing plants with increased WUE.  Interestingly, water limitation can significantly affect 
leaf δ13C which could be leveraged as a method for improving crop WUE.  To properly interpret 
δ13C, one must be aware of its environmental constraints.  Water limitation shifts δ13C to more 
negative values in a cumulative fashion with variation in this downshift observed.  These results 
impress upon researchers looking to utilize the benefits of δ13C that samples should only be taken 
in well-watered target environments. 
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FIGURES AND TABLES  
 
 
Figure 2.1 
Distribution of δ13C across a subset of the Wisconsin Diversity Panel.  Large abundance of 
natural diversity is observed among diverse lines of maize.  No population structure for this trait 
is apparent with the larger heterotic groups conveying similar variances.   
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Figure 2.2 
Total water use over time of 4 recombinant inbred lines.  Lines are conditional means which 
represent local averaging using method loess.  Shaded regions represent a confidence interval of 
the linear function. Gray (Z021E0032), orange (Z007E0150), green (Z021E0097) and blue 
(Z007E0067) 
 
* Figure published in Twohey III, R.J., Roberts, L.M. and Studer, A.J., 2019. Leaf stable carbon 
isotope composition reflects transpiration efficiency in Zea mays. The Plant Journal, 97(3), 
pp.475-484. 
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Figure 2.3 
Plot of total water transpired over the duration of the water treatment vs δ13C.  Gray 
(Z021E0032), orange (Z007E0150), green (Z021E0097) and blue (Z007E0067) points represent 
means of the RILs grown in each treatment.  Bars show standard error of the mean.  The shapes 
of the points distinguish 100%, 80% and 40% field capacity (FC) treatment. The treatment effect 
between 100% FC and 80% FC was not significant, but the treatment effect between 40% FC 
and both 80% FC and 100% FC was significant at P < 0.00001  
 
* Figure published in Twohey III, R.J., Roberts, L.M. and Studer, A.J., 2019. Leaf stable carbon 
isotope composition reflects transpiration efficiency in Zea mays. The Plant Journal, 97(3), 
pp.475-484. 
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Figure 2.4 
Pearson correlation coefficient matrix for phenotypes across all water treatments collected in the 
extent of water limitation experiment.  
 
* Figure published in Twohey III, R.J., Roberts, L.M. and Studer, A.J., 2019. Leaf stable carbon 
isotope composition reflects transpiration efficiency in Zea mays. The Plant Journal, 97(3), 
pp.475-484. 
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Figure 2.5 
Agronomic and intrinsic WUE, relativized to Z021E0097.  Error bars show standard error of the 
mean.  For WUEA : Z0070150 is significantly different than Z0070067 and Z0210097, Z0210032 
is significantly different than Z0070067.  For WUEI : Z0070150 is significantly different than 
Z0070067 and Z0210097. 
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Figure 2.6 
The effect of water limitation on δ13C over developmental time.  Box and whisker plot with 
outliers represented as points.  The water regime was increased shortly after leaf 12 and is 
reflected in a brief increase in δ13C values, n = 12 plants.  
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Supplemental Figure 2.1 
Histogram of the same ExPVP panel grown in 2018 and 2019 at two different fields, SF and VF, 
in the Crop Science Research Center in Urbana, IL.  Env stands for environment, each unique 
year by location combination, with numbers following represent replicates.  A Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test, using ks.test in R, was conducted and the only significant difference between 
histograms was 18SF1 and 18VF1, P = 0.001489. 
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Supplemental Figure 2.2 
Correlation between two replicates grown in the same field and same year.  Regression line 
illustrating confidence interval.  R value calculated via Pearson’s coefficient of correlation.  
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Supplemental Figure 2.3 
Blue dots represent a subset of 48 ExPVPs grown in 2016 and in red the same subset grown in 
2017.  Similar variance was observed in addition to a change in rank.  The red dot clustered next 
to its blue counterpart in the top right of the graph came from the same tissue sample and 
represents our plate control. 
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Supplemental Figure 2.4 
Experimental design of the drought treatment experiment.  Each bench represents a different 
water treatment.  Evaporation controls of empty pots can be seen. 
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Table 2.1: Plant phenotypes and agronomic measurements of greenhouse RILs  
 
Presented as average ± standard error. Significance threshold of p < 0.05.  
 
* Table published in Twohey III, R.J., Roberts, L.M. and Studer, A.J., 2019. Leaf stable carbon 
isotope composition reflects transpiration efficiency in Zea mays. The Plant Journal, 97(3), 
pp.475-484. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Genotype 
 
100% FC 
Biomass  
 
 
80% FC 
Biomass  
 
 
40% FC 
Biomass  
 
 
100% FC 
Height  
 
 
100% FC 
Leaf 
Number  
 
 
TEa 
 
 
 
g g g cm g g L-1 
Z007E0067 128.3 
± 9.0 a 
148.0 
± 7.1 ab 
77.6 
± 4.6 a 
130.0 
± 5.7 b 
20.2 
± 0.4 a 
4.35 
± 0.12 c 
       
Z007E0150 125.0 
± 12.7 a 
139.0 
± 7.0 ab 
73.0 
± 2.5 a 
151.6 
± 3.5 a 
17.4 
± 0.2 c 
5.91 
± 0.35 a 
       
Z021E0032 146.6 
± 13.0 a 
163.4 
± 4.6 a 
82.0 
± 1.7 a 
137.0 
± 5.3 ab 
18.8 
± 0.2 b 
5.32 
± 0.14 ab 
       
Z021E0097 142.4 
± 5.9 a 
134.0 
± 5.9 b 
76.4 
± 2.4 a 
157.4 
± 4.2 a 
20.0 
± 0.0 a 
4.63 
± 0.16 bc 
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Table 2.2: Stable carbon isotopes of greenhouse RILs.  
 
Presented as average ± standard error. Significance threshold of p < 0.05.  
 
* Table published in Twohey III, R.J., Roberts, L.M. and Studer, A.J., 2019. Leaf stable carbon 
isotope composition reflects transpiration efficiency in Zea mays. The Plant Journal, 97(3), 
pp.475-484. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Genotype 
100% FC 
54 DAP (δ13C) 
100% FC 
64 DAP (δ13C) 
80% FC 
64 DAP (δ13C) 
40% FC 
64 DAP (δ13C) 
 ‰ ‰ ‰ ‰ 
Z007E0067 -13.18 ± 0.03 a -13.15 ± 0.10 a -13.33 ± 0.10 a -14.59 ± 0.09 a 
     
Z007E0150 -13.64 ± 0.05 b -13.77 ± 0.03 b -13.80 ± 0.10 b -14.43 ± 0.07 a 
     
Z021E0032 -13.60 ± 0.02 b -13.77 ± 0.07 b -13.70 ± 0.06 b -14.64 ± 0.05 ab 
     
Z021E0097 -13.70 ± 0.04 b -13.60 ± 0.14 b -13.82 ± 0.04 b -14.87 ± 0.06 b 
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Population Range Variance  Standard Deviation  
WiDiv -13.20 -11.53 0.0750665 0.2739828 
18VF1 -13.97 -11.11 0.1033738 0.3215179 
18VF2 -14.52 -10.97 0.2224873 0.4716856 
18SF1 -14.57 -11.57 0.1351465 0.3676228 
19VF1 -14.18 -11.41 0.0837548 0.2894043 
 
Supplemental Table 2.1 
Range, variance, and standard deviation as calculated by R for each heterotic group of the 
Wisconsin Diversity Panel. Visualized in Fig 2.1.  WiDiv stands for the one replicate of the 
Wisconsin Diversity Panel grown in 2016.  For the 4 ExPVP replicates, the first two numbers 
represent the year in which they were grown, the second two letters represent the field name, and 
the last indicates the replicate.   
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CHAPTER 3 
Elucidation of Genetic Markers Towards Mapping and Predicting δ13C in Maize 
ABSTRACT 
With an increased demand for crop production, it is essential that crop development focus on 
adaptations towards improving efficacy as land and water resources become limiting.  Leaf 
stable carbon isotope composition (δ13C) has been shown to be correlated to water-use efficiency 
in maize, yet the causative genes controlling this trait still remain unknown.  Preliminary results 
suggest this is a quantitative trait as various plant architecture and physiological traits are 
associated with reduced water use.  Previous studies have been successful in identifying regions 
associated with water-use efficiency in the C4 model plant Setaria, thus indicating the possibility 
to do so in maize.  One study has successfully identified genomic regions using maize kernels, 
but the following results are the first attempt to map δ13C in maize leaves, which may be more 
reflective of carbon fixation.  In this study several methods were used to elucidate the genetic 
architecture of water-use efficiency including fine-mapping, a genome wide association study, 
and genomic prediction.  To accomplish this, various target populations were utilized including; 
a biparental mapping population, a diversity panel, and set of expired plant variety patent lines.  
Through these newer mapping techniques coupled with large marker sets, no significant results 
were found which highlight the complexity of characterizing leaf δ13C.  Together, the data 
presented here lay a foundation for future work characterizing the genetic nature of water-use 
efficiency in maize.  With follow up studies, leaf δ13C could be a feasible phenotype for maize 
breeding programs to collect to improve water-use efficiency. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Maize is an indispensable commodity crop cultivated in 169 countries across the globe with 
products ranging for human food, animal feed, to fuel (FAO 2018).  In addition to its economic 
importance, maize has been used as a model organism for almost a century in both basic and 
applied science.  This has led to a plethora of genetic resources being developed and publicly 
available, more so than other cereal crops (Strable and Scanlon 2009).  Another benefit of 
working in this genetic system is the incredible amount of diversity present in maize, with 88% 
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of genic diversity preserved from the wild progenitor (Vigouroux et al. 2005).  These aspects 
make maize a powerful tool towards elucidating the genetic architecture of complex traits. 
 
Recent advances in next generation sequencing have bolstered genomic resources in model 
systems as well as crops such as maize.  With these new technologies an abundance of markers 
can be identified across the genome at relatively low costs (Elshire et al. 2011).  However, 
increasing the number of markers does not necessarily increase the likelihood of successfully 
mapping complex traits as the threshold for identifying positive associations becomes exceeding 
stringent with small effect markers likely not identified (Guan et al. 2017).  Fundamentally, 
whether or not a study is successful in mapping genomic regions associated with a particular trait 
relies upon recombination.  
 
Traditional methods for mapping quantitative traits utilizes biparental populations for linkage 
mapping (Lander and Botstein 1989; Davis et al. 1999).  Biparental mapping populations have a 
limited number of recombination events due to the limited number of generations (2-6) used to 
produce the population (Huang et al. 2015).  Alternatively, association mapping using panels of 
diverse lines can be used to exploit ancient recombination to better narrow down regions of 
interest (Flint-Garcia et al. 2005; McMullen et al. 2009).  The resolution of this approach is 
contingent on linkage disequilibrium which has been shown to decay rapidly over generational 
time in maize (Buckler 2002).  When utilizing association mapping it is necessary to account for 
population structure, otherwise spurious results can identify unlinked loci (Pritchard and 
Rosenberg 1999).  We employed a variety of mapping methods to study carbon isotope 
composition, δ13C to facilitate its use in breeding for water use efficiency. 
 
Water use efficiency is defined as the amount of yield produced per unit of water (WUE) and 
natural genetic variation for WUE in maize was found to have smaller variances than most other 
plants assayed (Yoo et al. 2010).  One method for assaying WUE is quantifying the highly 
correlated trait, leaf δ13C, defined by O’Leary 1988 as: 
δ 13C = [
Rsample
Rstandard
− 1] ∗ 1000 
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where Rsample represents the 
13C/12C in plant tissue and Rstandard is the ratio of 
13C/12C in a 
reference standard of Vienna PeeDee Belemnite.  Twohey et al. estimated broad sense 
heritability for leaf δ13C to be 0.57 which indicates a large portion of the phenotypic variation of 
this trait is due to genetic elements and therefore stand a high probability of being mapped and 
thus predicted (2019).   
 
While the genetic nature of δ13C was predicted to be polygenetic three decades ago (Farquhar et 
al. 1989) there have been few studies that examine the genetic architecture behind this trait in 
maize. Across all ten chromosomes of maize, 22 target regions were identified as being 
associated with δ13C maize kernels (Gresset et al. 2014).  Avramova et al further narrowed down 
one of the regions on chromosome 7 to a 21.62 Mb fragment that they experimentally showed to 
increase stomatal conductance through regulations in abscisic acid (2019).   
 
Several studies have reported mapping δ13C in various tissues, including stem material 
(peduncle) of wheat (Condon et al. 1987) and kernels of maize (Gresset et al. 2014; Avramova et 
al. 2019).  Sampling tissue where photosynthesis does not directly occur risks picking up isotopic 
signatures from post-photosynthetic fractionations (Cernusak et al. 2013).  Moreover, post-
photosynthetic fractionation is suggested to be one of the main causes in δ13C differences 
between NAD-ME and NADP-ME plants (von Caemmerer et al. 2014).  In keeping with the 
ideal of not introducing additional levels of isotopic fractionation, mature leaves were the sole 
tissue samples utilized in our mapping and prediction study here.  The objectives of the 
experiments presented in this chapter were to 1) narrow down genomic regions underlying leaf 
δ13C utilizing linkage mapping, 2) rely upon natural diversity of leaf δ13C to identify associated 
markers across diverse germplasm, and 3) predict leaf δ13C in commercially relevant germplasm.  
 
METHODS 
Experimental Design  
All field experimental plots had row spacing of 0.8 m with length of 3.7 m followed by a 0.9 m 
alley.  Samples were taken before rainfall became limiting with irrigation applied afterwards 
only in the expired plant variety patent (ExPVP) panel for late season phenotypes.  In 2016 and 
2018, a set of 89 near isogenic lines (NILs) derived from the cross B73 x Tx303 was grown with 
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replicated parental lines at the Crop Sciences Research and Education Center in Urbana, IL.  
Microsatellites are publicly available for the NIL population, Szalma et al. 2007.  A subset of the 
Wisconsin diversity panel (413 lines, Table A.1) was grown in one site year, 2016 at the Crop 
Sciences Research and Education Center in Urbana, IL.  The Wisconsin diversity panel has 
publicly available single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) data (Hansey et al. 2011).  The ExPVP 
panel (393 lines, Table A.2), which included all publicly available maize ExPVP that came off 
patent prior to May 2017. These lines were grown in 2018 and 2019 with one replicate at the 
South research farm and two replicates at the First street research farm.  Two replicates were 
grown in 2017 but are not included here due to a short term drought which majorly shifted δ13C 
values.  The lines B73 and Mo17 were replicated twice in each site to analyze field variability.  
 
Sample Collection and Processing 
Leaf samples were collected from the middle, excluding midrib, of the uppermost fully expanded 
leaf using a 0.5 cm diameter hole punch.  For the B73-Tx303 NIL population samples were 
collected when B73 was at the V11 developmental stage, for the Wisconsin diversity panel and 
the ExPVP panel samples were collected when B73 was at developmental stage V10.  Samples 
were dried at 60°C and then ground with a Geno Grinder at 1000 strokes per minute for 10 
minutes with steel ball bearings.  Samples were prepared for stable carbon isotope analysis by 
placing 1 to 2 µg of ground plant tissue into a 6 x 4 mm tin capsule.  Samples were analyzed 
using an elemental combustion system followed by an isotope ratio mass spectrometer to 
determine δ13C values.  Samples were run through a Costech instruments elemental combustion 
system and then either a Delta V Advantage (University of Illinois) or a Delta PlusXP 
(Washington State University) isotope ratio mass spectrometer to determine δ13C values.  
Samples for the B73-Tx303 mapping population and the Wisconsin diversity panel were run at 
the Washington State University Stable Isotope Core and samples from the ExPVP panel were 
run at the University of Illinois. 
 
Phenotyping  
Plant height was measured from the ground to the top of the tassel using a barcode scanner to the 
nearest cm. Terminal leaf number was achieved by marking the 5th and 10th leaves during 
development for end of season phenotyping.  Flowering notes were taken every day by walking 
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the plots and recording when >50% of a row achieved anthesis or silking.  Ear leaf dimensions 
were collected via a LI-3000C Portable Leaf Area Meter (LI-COR Biosciences). 
 
Genotyping  
Of the 393 ExPVP lines, a subset of 212 lines were previously genotyped by Romay et al. 2013 
and another set of 79 lines were genotyped by Dr. Stephen Moose.  The remaining 104 lines 
were sequenced as part of this experiment.  The source column in Table A.2 indicates which lab 
performed the sequencing.  Genotyping by sequencing was utilized as detailed by Elshire et al. 
2011 utilizing the restriction enzyme ApeK1.  The GBS pipeline TASSEL5V2 (Bradbury et al. 
2007) was run to call SNPs with imputation done in Beagle 5.1 (Browning et al. 2018). 
 
Statistical Analysis 
All statistical analysis was conducted in R statistical software 3.4.4 (R Core Team, 2017).  All 
models utilized the lme4 package (Bates et al. 2015).  Biparental regression utilized a linear 
mixed effect model with line being a fixed effect regressed onto δ13C values.   
𝑌 =  𝛼 +  𝛽𝑋 +  𝜀 
Where Y is the response variable δ13C, α is a constant  which equals the value of Y when X = 0, 
β is the slope of the regression line, X is the independent variable line, and ε is the error term.  
Statistical significance was determined using a Bonferroni significance threshold where α = 0.05 
over n number of markers = 118. 
 
The genome wide association study (GWAS) was run via GAPIT (Lipka et al. 2012) utilizing a 
MLMM model accounting for population structure with a minor allele frequency cutoff of 0.05.  
Statistical significance was determined by a Bonferroni significance threshold where α = 0.05 
over n number of markers = 438,000. 
 
Genomic prediction of 379,000 markers via the random regression best linear unbiased 
prediction (RR-BLUP) model was utilized on the ExPVP panel according to (Whittaker et al. 
2000; Hayes and Goddard 2001; Endleman 2011).  Prediction accuracies were evaluated using a 
Five-fold cross validation where 20% of the entries were masked and treated as the validating set 
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with the remaining 80% of entries consisting of the model training set.  For each permutation, 
lines were randomly assigned to either the training or validating data set, with a total of 200 
permutations per prediction accuracy.  The multiple regression equation to condense multiple 
replicated trials into a single BLUP, required by the package rrBLUP, is shown below.  Lines are 
represented as fixed effects, block as random effect, and a fixed interaction term between blocks 
and replicate regressed onto δ13C values.  Block represents each unique year and location 
combination and rep represents the number of times a line was planted in a block.   
𝑌 =  𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑋1 + 𝛽2𝑋2 + 𝛽3𝑋3𝑋2 +  𝜀 
Y is the response variable δ13C , β0 is the intercept term, β1 is the slope of the coefficient of X1 
which is the independent variable line, β2 is the slope of the coefficient of X2 which is the 
independent variable block, β3 is the slope of the coefficient of X3X2 which is the interaction 
between the independent variables rep and block, and ε is the error term.  In this model, rep is the 
number of times a line appeared in each grow out of the panel.  Pearson correlation coefficients 
were calculated by the R package corr. The phylogenetic tree was created by the R package 
phytools. The ExPVP GWAS ran a farmCPU model via GAPIT.  The PCoA was generated in 
TASSELV5 and illustrated with the R package plot3D. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  
Fine-mapping via a Biparental Population 
Data from Kolbe et al. 2018 and Twohey et al. 2019 of δ13C across the founding parents of the 
maize nested association mapping (NAM) population (McMullen et al. 2009), identified the 
inbred line Tx303 as one of the founders with an extreme δ13C value.  Subsequently, Sorgini et 
al. identified a 3Mb genomic region on Chromosome 2 controlling δ13C in a B73 x Tx303 
recombinant inbred line population (2020).  To further narrow this region, a set of 89 near 
isogenic lines (NILs) between B73 and Tx303 (Szalma et al. 2007) were used.  Stepwise 
regression was implemented and no significant markers were observed (Fig 3.1).  One 
hypothesis as to why no significant hits were observed in this population is that the isotopic 
signatures of both parental classes being within 1‰ of each other.  While the phenotypic 
variation is above machine error, minimal variance between parental classes potentially could 
explain the negative results.  Alternatively, there was not replication of genomic segments in 
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NILs, whereas the recombinant inbred lines of Sorgini et al. had greater replications of genomic 
segments (2020).  This hypothesis is supported in Kaeppler et al. where NIL populations grown 
over two years had less power at detecting QTL compared to RIL populations (1997).  Even 
though biparental mapping populations have been shown to be quite effective at narrowing down 
resolution to a few cM (Lee et al. 2002), we shifted focus to methods utilizing large populations 
of unrelated lines to maximize on the abundance of natural diversity already present for δ13C. 
 
Association Mapping Utilizing Diverse Germplasm 
Due to the day length restrictions in Illinois, maize lines with diverse flowering times often 
exhibit uncharacteristic phenotypes when compared to measurements taken from lower latitudes, 
most notably plant height and leaf number.  Traditional maize diversity panels include a wide 
range of germplasm including tropical material that cannot flower in a Midwestern environment.  
Therefore we chose to use the Wisconsin Diversity Panel which has a reduced flowering time 
range while still representing divergent germplasm was selected (Hansey et al. 2011).  The 
Wisconsin Diversity Panel is composed of inbred lines from American, European, Chinese, and 
tropical CIMMYT programs with publicly available SNP data (Hirsch et al. 2014).  This panel 
has been successfully utilized to map diverse traits such as flowering time and sugarcane mosaic 
virus resistance (Hansey et al. 2011; Gustafson et al. 2018).  A GWAS was employed to identify 
SNPs that had associations with our trait of interest, δ13C. Unfortunately, no significant SNPs 
were found (Fig 3.2).  This negative result was somewhat surprising because given that genomic 
regions controlling δ13C had previously been identified.  To validate our pipeline we used data 
on sugarcane mosaic virus resistance (Gustafson et al. 2018) and identified significant 
associations (Supplemental Fig 3.3).  These results suggest the methods used are well founded 
and that the lack of significant SNPs for δ13C is either due to the population or experimental in 
nature. 
 
These negative results highlight the complexity of leaf δ13C.  Data from Sorgini et al. found 
significant quantitative trait loci related to δ13C that were variable in different genetic 
backgrounds (2020).  This could potentially explain the negative results observed when utilizing 
a diversity panel.  Too much diversity, when filtering SNPs by minor allele frequency, causative 
SNPs potentially may not be present in a significant amount of lines.  Alternately, differing 
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mechanisms for reducing water use may be present, however a lack in mechanism consensus 
could reduce the power to detect multiple pathways. 
 
We also analyzed the ratio of carbon to nitrogen in the leaf, which is measured for each sample 
during the isotopic analysis.  Four significant SNPs were identified.  The genic location of each 
SNP was assayed via the genome browser application on maizeGDB.org in B73 version 2.  Of 
the 4 SNPs, they were each within intron or exon sequences, with three of them being located 
within genes annotated to be involved with carbon and nitrogen containing compounds, amino 
acids and sugar transferases (Table 2.1).   
 
Predicting in Relevant Commercial Lines 
One of the overarching goals of characterizing leaf δ13C is to facilitate its adoption in breeding 
programs.  To accomplish this goal, there was a need to transition from unimproved germplasm 
into more industry applicable lines.  The only source of commercial lines that are publicly 
available are expired plant variety patented lines, ExPVPs.  Research on ExPVPs has 
disentangling complex phenotypes such as root architecture and nitrogen use efficiency (Hauck 
et al. 2014; Mastrodomenico et al. 2018, respectively).  The panel of ExPVP lines began with all 
ExPVPs available for the 2017 growing season with one line being dropped due to male sterility 
and the lack of seed for further years of the experiment.  
 
An unrooted phylogenetic tree was generated following the method of Han et al. 2009 to 
visualize relatedness of the 393 lines (Fig 3.4).  A high degree of population structure was 
observed among the ExPVP lines, with three distinct clusters corresponding to the main heterotic 
groups of US temperate origin, stiff-stalk synthetic, non-stiff stalk, and iodent (Supplementary 
Fig 3.2).  The result of the clustering indicates the need to account for population structure in 
further analyses.  A wide range of isotopic signatures were observed in each of the genotypic 
clusters. A GWAS was conducted to see if significant SNP associations could be found for δ13C 
(Supplementary Fig 3.4).  Similar to the results of the GWAS for the Wisconsin Diversity Panel, 
no significant markers were observed in the ExPVP panel.   
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Common agronomic phenotypes were recorded for the ExPVP panel and their relationship was 
tested using the Pearson correlation coefficient (Fig 3.4).  Interestingly, δ13C had no strong 
correlations with any of the agronomic phenotypes.  This indicates the possibility of combining 
ideotypes for high production agriculture with ideal δ13C.  Expected correlations observed in 
previous studies were observed in the ExPVP panel.  For example, plant height is highly 
correlated with leaf number, and longer flowering time is correlated with both silking and 
anthesis.  These are expected due to maize meristems termination in an inflorescence and 
reproductive grown not initiating until vegetative growth is completed (Cross and Zuber 1973; 
Buckler et al. 2009).  
 
Genomic prediction, and its application in selection, has been theoretically shown to significantly 
increase genetic gain in both animal and plant species (Hayes and Goddard 2001).  Crossa et.al 
experimentally demonstrated in maize that coupling pedigree information with GBS data had 
greater prediction accuracies than those utilizing pedigrees alone (2003).  Genomic prediction 
incorporates all markers in an additive approach with particular success for polygenic traits that 
have been recalcitrant towards previous marker assisted approaches (Bernardo and Yu 2007).  
The random regression best linear unbiased prediction, or RR-BLUP, method of genomic 
prediction was implemented.  This method allows for efficient predictions with comparable 
accuracies (Endelman 2011). 
 
We ran a Five-fold cross validation on the RR-BLUP model for the ExPVP panel for leaf δ13C.  
After 200 permutations, the correlation value was 0.07 (Fig 3.5).  This is an exceptionally poor 
prediction accuracy.  Consistently in each grow out of the ExPVP panel there was one extreme 
outlier, inbred line OQ414 (seen to the left of each histogram in Supplemental Fig 2.1).  In an 
attempt to improve accuracies, this outlier was dropped from the data set and the analysis was 
rerun. However, prediction accuracies did not significantly change at 0.07.  Although removing 
this outlier did not improve prediction accuracies, the identification of this line will be helpful for 
future experiments aimed to determine the mechanisms underlying δ13C.   
 
Due to the effect stressful environments have on δ13C (Farquhar et al. 1989), further attempts to 
improve model accuracy by incorporating spatial covariates to account for any unseen soil 
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differences.  Again, prediction accuracies did not substantially improve, with the new model 
accuracy of 0.09.  One potential explanation for the low prediction accuracies could be the size 
of the training set.  Habier et al. demonstrated that with increased training set sizes, lower 
accuracies were particularly seen in additive-genetic relationships (2013).  Smaller training sets 
were implemented by only modeling the Stiff-Stalk Synthetic or Non-Stiff Stalk heterotic groups 
with prediction accuracies of 0.08 and 0.12 observed respectively.  Cooper et al. reported low 
prediction accuracies, 0.22 to 0.35, in managed drought trials for the anthesis to silking interval, 
which is a proxy trait for drought tolerance (2014).  While our prediction accuracies were much 
lower, this demonstrates the potential for improved predictions when analyzing water stress 
traits.      
 
CONCLUSION 
In closing, the genetic nature of leaf δ13C is quite complex.  No markers were found to be 
associated with this trait via fine-mapping or GWAS methods despite significant QTL being 
detected in multiple biparental mapping populations.  We anticipated that genomic prediction 
would have predicted genomic estimated breeding values of individual lines, but low prediction 
accuracies of the models indicate improvement is still needed.  Leaf δ13C is still an efficient 
method to quantify WUE, but one that requires further study before the genetic relationship can 
be discerned.  
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FIGURES AND TABLES 
  
Figure 3.1 
B73-Tx303 NIL Regression of δ13C grown over two years.  Data points represent microsatellite 
markers with their corresponding significance and chromosomal location.  The x-axis visualizes 
chromosomes with odd and even numbers alternating colors.  Significance threshold represents a 
Bonferroni cutoff value of 3.37.  No significant SNPs were detected. 
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Figure 3.2 
Genome Wide Association Study of a subset of the Wisconsin diversity pannel for δ13C of 
mature leaf tissue.  Points plotted represent marker significance on a log scale arranged by 
chromosomal location.  Significance threshold illistrated as a green line based off of a 
Bonferroni test of significance.  
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Figure 3.3 
Phylogenetic tree of ExPVP lines calculated from SNPs called using the GBSv2 pipeline.  
Branches are colored by δ13C values.  Some population structure is observed in clusters of 
similar colors. 
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Figure 3.4 
Pearson coefficient of corelation among phenotypes collected in the ExPVP panel.  Colored 
circles represent magnitude and direction of the coefficients.  Phenotypes are as follows: percent 
carbon in the leaf sample (perC), δ13C of leaf sample (d13C), percent nitrogen of leaf sample 
(perN), δ15N of leaf sample (d15N), ratio of carbon to nitrogen in leaf sample (C/N), days to 
silking (DTS), days to anthesis (DTA), anthesis-silking interval (ASI), final plant height 
(Height), total leaf number (Leafnum), leaf area (Leafarea), and leaf length (Leaflen). 
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Figure 3.5 
Results from a five-fold cross validation of observed best linear unbiased predictions plotted 
against predicted BLUPs.  
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Supplemental Figure 3.1 
Genome Wide Association Study of a subset of the Wisconsin diversity pannel for the carbon to 
nitrogen ratio of leaf tissue.  Points plotted represent marker significance on a log scale arranged 
by chromosomal location.  Significance threshold illistrated as a green line bassed off of a 
Bonferroni test of significance. Significant markers are detailed in the previous table.  
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Supplemental Figure 3.2 
3-D Principal Coordinates Analysis based off of SNPs called from GBSv2 pipeline.  Each point 
represents a line of the ExPVP panel.  Red points were annotated as belonging to the heterotic 
group Non Stiff Stalk or Iodent, blue points were annotated as belonging to the hetortic group 
Stiff Stalk Synthetic, purple points were annotated as derived from both NSS ans SSS heterotic 
groups, and black points had no annotation information regarding heterotic group.  Distance 
between points represent genetic differentiation and clustering illistrates divergance between 
heterotic groups.  
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Supplemental Figure 3.3 
A Genome Wide Association Study of the Wisconsin Diversity panel for sugarcane mosaic virus 
resistance confirmed our techniques were sound.  The phenotype 10 days after inoculation was 
used.  A plethora of significant SNPs are in accordance with this region of chromosome 6 that 
Gustafson et al. 2018 further describe.  Significance threshold illistrated as a green line bassed 
off of a Bonferroni test of significance. 
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Supplemental Figure 3.4 
A Genome Wide Association Study of the ExPVP panel for leaf δ13C revealed no significant 
markers.  The Bonferroni significane threshold is outside the viewing window at 7.37.  
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SNP Chr Gene Model Position  P.value maf 
rna7_273508 7 GRMZM5G894233 273508 5.40E-09 0.050847458 
rna7_570235 7 GRMZM2G100652 570235 1.05E-08 0.050847458 
rna10_148092520 10 GRMZM2G040876 148092520 2.02E-08 0.050847458 
rna4_9698081 4 GRMZM2G117942 9698081 2.44E-08 0.050847458 
 
 
Supplemental Table 3.1 
Results from the Genome Wide Association Study for the ratio of carbon to nitrogen in leaf 
samples.  Listed are the four SNPs that were above the Bonferroni significance threshold.  The 
second column is abreviated Chr for chromosome number.  Functions of genic regions associated 
with these four SNPs are as follows: the ortholog found in rice for rna7_273508 is an amino acid 
transporter, the ortholog in rice for rna7_570235 is a glycosyl transferase, the ortholog in rice for 
rna10_148092520 is associated with an oligosaccharyl transferase, and the ortholog in rice for 
rna4_9698081is a wound-induced protein precursor.  
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APPENDIX A: Supplemental Tables of Lines Used 
 
Table A.1: Subset of lines used from the Wisconsin Diversity Panel  
 
4226 A673 B87 CML264 FR19 
4722 A674 B88 CML287 G22_T122 
52220 A679 B90 CML323 G3_T5a 
33-16 A680 B91 CML376 G80 
38-11 A682 B99 CML421 GE129 
4554_INBRED A71 C102 CML444 GE54 
4578_INBRED A73 C103 CML448 H110 
80-2 A797NW C123 CML451 H113 
A AR228 C15 CML456 H114 
A12 AUSTRCF_306238 C42 CML488 H121 
A15 B10 C49A CML491 H122W 
A155 B101 C68 CML505 H124W 
A171 B103 CG10 CML91 H14 
A188 B104 CH157 CO106 H49 
A208 B105 CH701-30 CO117 H5 
A239 B106 CH753-4 CO125 H52 
A258 B107 CH9 CO158 H71 
A305 B108 Chi-tan_120 CO192 H84 
A321 B109 CI_40H CO216 H91 
A322 B14 CI21E CO236 H95 
A334 B14A CI28A CO245 H96 
A340 B-16 INBR.FR.SUPERGOLD CI31A CO255 H99 
A374 B164 CI64 CO256 HI26 
A385 B28 CI91B CO257 HI28 
A401 B37 CL17 CO258 HP72-11 
A415-1-3_INBRED B42 CL18 CR1HT HUANYAO 
A427 B52 CL27 CSJ3 HUOBAI 
A554 B54 CM105 DE3 I159 
A572 B64 CM174 DE4 I29 
A627 B66 CM7 DE811 IA5125B 
A632 B68 CM99 E2558W IDS28 
A635 B7 CML 144 EAST_028 IDS69 
A648 B73 CML108 Eng-Li_Chih IL101T 
A649 B75 CML161 EP1 IL778D 
A651 B77 CML176 F115 INBRED_100 
A659 B79 CML202 F2834T INBRED_109 
A661 B8 CML218 F44 INBRED_141 
A662 B84 CML220 F7 INBRED_305 
A663 B85 CML254 FC46 INBRED_309 
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Table A.1 contd 
K148 MO5 NC13 PA880 SD44 W809G 
K150 MO7 NC222 PA891 SG_30A W810G 
K155 MOG NC230 PHG29 SG1533 W811G 
K201 MP339 NC232 PHG35 SG18 W812G 
K4 MS106 NC236 PHG39 T141 W813G 
K41 MS116 NC250 PHG47 T146 W814G 
K47 MS12 NC264 PHG50 T232 W815G 
K55 MS132 NC298 PHG72 T234 W816G 
K64 MS142 NC318 PHJ40 T242 W817G 
KI21 MS153 NC340 PHK76 T9 W818G 
KI43 MS211 NC342 PHN11 TR W819G 
KO679Y MS221 NC344 PHR36 TZU-CHIAO-HSI-WU_105 W820G 
KUNG-70 MS222 NC356 PHT55 U_123 W821G 
KY226 MS223 ND1 PHT77 U267Y W9 
KY228 MS224 ND101 PHV63 VA102 WR3 
L_289 MS225 ND167 PHW17 VA14 WU-TAN-TZAO 
L317 MS226 ND230 PHZ51 VA38 WXB6 
LH1 MS24A ND245 R101 VA52 YANG 
LH123HT MS67 ND246 R113 VA85 YE_4 
LH143_(maintainer) MS72 ND247 R134 VA99 YE-CHI-HUNG 
LH145 MT42 ND251 R168 VAW6 YELLOW_3-4 
LH149 N193 ND260 R177 W117HT YING-55 
LH38 N197 ND262 R181B W153R YONG_28 
LH39 N199 ND265 R197 W182BN 
 
LH59 N209 ND283 R225 W22 
 
LH60 N215 NO._380 R226 W23 
 
LH61 N216 NP87 R227 W24 
 
LH93 N217 NY6371 R229 W32 
 
LP5 N218 OC19 R30 W37A 
 
M14 N28 OH33 R4 W552 
 
MO15W N28HT OH40B R53 W59E 
 
MO23W N501 OH7 R71 W601S 
 
MO24W N527 OS420 R78 W603S 
 
MO28W N534 OS426 S_56 W604S 
 
MO3 N538 PA392 SD101 W605S 
 
MO30W N542 Pa405 SD102 W64A 
 
MO39 N545 PA468 SD15 W703 
 
MO45 N6 PA762 SD40 W802G 
 
MO47 N7A PA778 SD42 W803G 
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Table A.2: List of lines composing the ExPVP Panel 
 
Line Accession Source Line Accession Source 
740 PI601489 Buckler 78002A PI601301 Buckler 
764 PI601374 Buckler 78371A PI601438 Buckler 
778 PI601375 Buckler 78551S PI601562 Buckler 
779 PI601376 Buckler 83IBI3 PI555651 Buckler 
787 PI601490 Buckler 84BRQ4 PI583756 Studer 
790 PI601491 Buckler 84QAB1 PI583757 Studer 
792 NSL243016 Buckler 87916W PI601563 Buckler 
793 PI601492 Buckler 8F196 PI583766 Studer 
794 PI601377 Buckler 8M116 PI583767 Studer 
807 PI601430 Buckler 8M129 PI 565087  Moose 
904 PI 560317  Moose 91BMA2 PI583758 Studer 
907 PI 577812  Moose 91IFC2 PI564750 Studer 
911 PI 557556  Moose AM0776 PI 583356  Moose 
912 PI 557557  Moose AQA3 PI564749 Studer 
948 PI583884 Studer B09 PI601007 Studer 
991 PI593460 Buckler B73 PI550473 Buckler 
1538 PI601658 Buckler BCC03 PI544065 Buckler 
2369 PI601559 Buckler CL614 PI567903 Studer 
5707 PI601269 Buckler CQ702rc PI566938 Studer 
6103 PI601159 Buckler CQ715 PI583817 Studer 
11430 PI601558 Buckler CQ806 PI566939 Studer 
78004 PI601210 Buckler CR14 PI601683 Buckler 
78010 PI601211 Buckler CR1Ht PI601080 Studer 
29MIBZ2 PI548830 Buckler CS405 PI559916 Buckler 
2FACC PI601808 Buckler CS608 PI560316 Buckler 
2FADB PI 564751  Moose DJ7 PI601191 Buckler 
2MA22 PI601560 Buckler E8501 PI601724 Buckler 
2MCDB PI 565088  Moose F118 PI 555462  Moose 
3AZA1 PI592379 Studer F274 PI583760 Studer 
3IBZ2 PI554616 Buckler F42 PI601026 Buckler 
3IIH6 PI 564754  Moose FAPW PI600958 Buckler 
3IJI1 PI 564753  Moose FBHJ PI601439 Buckler 
4676A PI601300 Buckler FBLA PI546482 Buckler 
4N506 PI601745 Buckler FBLL PI 546481  Moose 
6F545 PI583755 Studer FR19 PI600772 Buckler 
6F629 PI546483 Buckler G80 PI601037 Buckler 
6M502 PI601561 Buckler H8431 PI601610 Buckler 
6M502A PI546484 Buckler HB8229 PI601564 Buckler 
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Table A.2 contd 
Line Accession Source Line Accession Source 
HBA1 PI601172 Buckler LH168 PI 576169  Moose 
IB014 PI601208 Buckler LH169Ht PI576170 Studer 
IB02 PI601457 Buckler LH172 PI 562379  Moose 
IBB14 PI601565 Buckler LH175 PI583872 Studer 
IBB15 PI601458 Buckler LH176 PI585223 Studer 
IBC2 PI601459 Buckler LH181 PI547087 Buckler 
IBH9 PI583768 Studer LH183 PI 564755  Moose 
ICI 193 PI559380 Studer LH184 PI 564542  Moose 
ICI 441 PI559381 Studer LH185 PI 576171  Moose 
ICI 581 PI564697 Studer LH186 PI 576172  Moose 
ICI 740 PI559382 Studer LH188 PI585224 Studer 
ICI 893 PI559383 Studer LH189Ht PI585225 Studer 
ICI 986 PI559384 Studer LH190 PI539922 Buckler 
J8606 PI601725 Buckler LH191 PI539925 Buckler 
KW7691 PI572545 Studer LH192 PI539926 Buckler 
L 127 PI601726 Studer LH193 PI539927 Buckler 
L 135 PI601727 Studer LH194 PI539923 Buckler 
L 139 PI601728 Studer LH195 PI537097 Buckler 
L 155 PI550695 Studer LH196 PI538009 Buckler 
L163 PI584321 Studer LH197 PI 557562  Moose 
L222 PI584325 Studer LH198 PI 557563  Moose 
LH1 PI644101 Buckler LH199 PI 557566  Moose 
LH119 PI600954 Buckler LH200 PI 564541  Moose 
LH123HT PI601079 Buckler LH202 PI539924 Buckler 
LH127 PI538007 Buckler LH204 PI 537098  Moose 
LH128 PI547086 Buckler LH205 PI537099 Buckler 
LH132 PI601004 Buckler LH206 PI538010 Buckler 
LH143 Ames27450 Studer LH208 PI547088 Buckler 
LH145 PI600959 Buckler LH209 PI554612 Buckler 
LH146Ht PI601402 Buckler LH210 PI 537100  Moose 
LH149 PI601493 Buckler LH211 PI537101-1 Buckler 
LH150 PI601230 Buckler LH212Ht PI547089 Buckler 
LH156 PI601403 Buckler LH213 PI547090 Buckler 
LH159 PI 562377  Moose LH214 PI555660 Buckler 
LH160 PI539920 Buckler LH215 PI552815 Buckler 
LH162 PI539921 Buckler LH216 PI 557569  Moose 
LH163 PI538008 Buckler LH217 PI 564540  Moose 
LH164 PI 555659  Moose LH218 PI 574390  Moose 
LH165 PI 562378  Moose LH219 PI583873 Studer 
LH166 PI 564539  Moose LH220Ht PI538011 Buckler 
LH167 PI 564543  Moose LH222 PI559375 Buckler 
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LH223 PI 562380  Moose MQ305 PI559917 Buckler 
LH224 PI 562381  Moose MQ306 PI583772 Studer 
LH225 PI574391 Studer ND2000 PI631394 Buckler 
LH231 PI585226 Studer ND287 PI602956 Studer 
LH235 PI593041 Studer ND291 PI631393 Buckler 
LH250 PI583874 Studer NL001 PI546485 Buckler 
LH252 PI585227 Studer NP899 PI578215 Studer 
LH260 PI585228 Studer NP901 PI578216 Studer 
LH284 PI602590 Studer NQ402 PI566940 Studer 
LH299 PI642029 Studer NQ508 PI559918 Buckler 
LH38 PI600791 Buckler NS501 PI601583 Buckler 
LH39 PI600944 Buckler NS701 PI601417 Buckler 
LH51 PI600955 Buckler NS815 PI583775 Studer 
LH52 PI601360 Buckler OQ101 PI559919 Buckler 
LH54 PI601316 Buckler OQ201 PI583770 Studer 
LH57 PI601317 Buckler OQ301 PI583771 Studer 
LH59 PI601466 Buckler OQ403 PI559920 Buckler 
LH60 PI601404 Buckler OQ414 PI583776 Studer 
LH61 PI601416 Buckler OQ601 PI583773 Studer 
LH65 PI601494 Buckler OQ603 PI601584 Buckler 
LH74 PI600957 Buckler OS602 PI559921 Buckler 
LH82 PI601170 Buckler PB80 PI601441 Buckler 
LH85 PI601405 Buckler PH207 #0002677 Moose 
LH93 PI601171 Buckler PH5HK PI628348 Studer 
LIBC 4 PI555650 Studer PHAA0 PI 578031  Moose 
LP1 CMS HT PI 600755 NA PHAG6 PI590537 Studer 
LP1 NR HT PI600729 Studer PHAJ0 PI590538 Studer 
Lp215D PI547107 Buckler PHAP1 PI590539 Studer 
Lp5 PI601378 Studer PHAP8 PI590541 Studer 
MBNA PI601209 Buckler PHAP9 PI590542 Studer 
MBPM PI601440 Buckler PHAW6 PI 565100  Moose 
MBSJ PI 548838  Moose PHB47 PI 601009  Moose 
MBST PI601566 Buckler PHBA6 PI559935 Buckler 
MBUB PI548839 Buckler PHBB3 PI 578029  Moose 
MBWZ PI564748 Studer PHBE2 PI590543 Studer 
MBZA PI583762 Studer PHBF0 PI590544 Studer 
MDF-13D PI600956 Buckler PHBG4 PI590545 Studer 
ML606 PI583774 Buckler PHBR2 PI590546 Studer 
MM402A PI554615 Buckler PHBV8 PI590547 Studer 
MM501D PI 564752  Moose PHBW8 PI 559936  Moose 
Mo17 PI558532 Buckler PHDD6 PI 559937  Moose 
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PHDP0 PI590548 Studer PHK76 PI601496 Buckler 
PHEG9 PI 578030  Moose PHK93 PI548800 Buckler 
PHEM7 PI 578032  Moose PHKE6 PI 565107  Moose 
PHEM9 PI 565101  Moose PHKM5 PI 578037  Moose 
PHEW7 PI 565102  Moose PHKV1 PI590551 Studer 
PHFA5 PI 565103  Moose PHKW3 PI590552 Studer 
PHG29 PI601270 Buckler PHM10 PI601778 Buckler 
PHG35 PI601008 Buckler PHM57 PI601779 Buckler 
PHG39 PI600981 Buckler PHM81 PI548801 Buckler 
PHG47 PI601318 Buckler PHMK0 PI565108 Studer 
PHG50 PI601006 Buckler PHN11 PI601497 Buckler 
PHG71 PI601150 Buckler PHN18 PI 559943  Moose 
PHG72 PI601319 Buckler PHN29 PI601780 Buckler 
PHG83 PI601229 Buckler PHN37 PI601781 Buckler 
PHG84 PI601320 Buckler PHN41 PI 565109  Moose 
PHG86 PI601442 Buckler PHN46 PI 543844  Moose 
PHGF5 PI590549 Studer PHN47 PI601569 Buckler 
PHGG7 PI 559938  Moose PHN66 PI548802 Buckler 
PHGV6 PI 559939  Moose PHN66 PI548802 Buckler 
PHGW7 PI 559940  Moose PHN73 PI601782 Buckler 
PHH93 PI601567 Buckler PHN82 PI601783 Buckler 
PHHB4 PI 578033  Moose PHNB7 PI590553 Studer 
PHHB9 PI 565104  Moose PHNJ2 PI590554 Studer 
PHHH9 PI565105 Studer PHP02 PI601570 Buckler 
PHHV4 PI 559941  Moose PHP38 PI543845-1 Buckler 
PHJ31 PI601773 Buckler PHP55 PI601784 Buckler 
PHJ33 PI601774 Buckler PHP60 PI601785 Buckler 
PHJ40 PI601321 Buckler PHP76 PI543846 Buckler 
PHJ65 PI543840 Buckler PHP85 PI559944 Buckler 
PHJ70 PI601775 Buckler PHPM0 PI590555 Studer 
PHJ75 PI601776 Buckler PHPP8 PI590556 Studer 
PHJ89 PI548798 Buckler PHPR5 PI559945 Buckler 
PHJ90 PI548799 Buckler PHR03 PI 548803  Moose 
PHJJ3 PI590550 Studer PHR25 PI601469 Buckler 
PHJR5 PI 565106  Moose PHR30 PI559946 Buckler 
PHK29 PI601468 Buckler PHR31 PI 559947  Moose 
PHK35 PI601777 Buckler PHR32 PI601571 Buckler 
PHK42 PI601495 Buckler PHR36 PI601361 Buckler 
PHK46 PI543841-1 Buckler PHR47 PI601572 Buckler 
PHK56 PI543842-1 Buckler PHR55 PI548804 Buckler 
PHK74 PI 559942  Moose PHR58 PI548805 Buckler 
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PHR61 PI 548806  Moose PHW86 PI543850 Buckler 
PHR62 PI601786 Buckler PHWG5 PI559954 Buckler 
PHR63 PI601787 Buckler PHWRZ PI658504 Studer 
PHRD6 PI 578036  Moose PHZ51 PI601322 Buckler 
PHRE1 PI 565110  Moose Q381 PI601190 Buckler 
PHRF5 PI590557 Studer RQAA8  PI 592386 Studer 
PHT10 PI601573 Buckler RS 710 PI539930 Studer 
PHT11 PI 548807  Moose S8324 PI601611 Buckler 
PHT22 PI601788 Buckler S8326 PI601612 Buckler 
PHT47 PI 559948  Moose Seagull 17 PI600751 Studer 
PHT55 PI601498 Buckler W8304 PI601502 Buckler 
PHT60 PI601574 Buckler W8555 PI601729 Buckler 
PHT69 PI559949 Buckler WDAD1 PI583763 Studer 
PHT73 PI 559950  Moose WIL500 PI601689 Buckler 
PHTD5 PI 578035  Moose WIL900 PI601684 Buckler 
PHTE4 PI 578034  Moose WIL903 PI601686 Buckler 
PHTE7 PI590558 Studer ZS0114 PI583868 Studer 
PHTM9 PI 559951  Moose ZS01250 PI595616 Buckler 
PHTP9 PI590559 Studer ZS0510 PI583870 Studer 
PHV07 PI543847 Buckler ZS0541 PI591615 Studer 
PHV37 PI601789 Buckler ZS0560 PI583823 Studer 
PHV53 PI559952 Buckler ZS1022 PI591614 Studer 
PHV57 PI 565111  Moose ZS1202 PI591616 Studer 
PHV63 PI601500 Buckler ZS1284 PI591618 Studer 
PHV78 PI601470 Buckler ZS1513 PI583867 Studer 
PHVA9 PI559953 Buckler ZS1791 PI591619 Studer 
PHVB2 PI590561 Studer ZS365 PI 574393  Moose 
PHVJ4 PI 565099  Moose 
PHVJ5 PI590562 Studer 
PHW03 PI601790 Buckler 
PHW06 PI 543848  Moose 
PHW17 PI601362 Buckler 
PHW20 PI601791 Buckler 
PHW30 PI548808 Buckler 
PHW43 PI601792 Buckler 
PHW51 PI543849 Buckler 
PHW52 PI601575 Buckler 
PHW53 PI 565112  Moose 
PHW61 PI590563 Studer 
PHW65 PI601501 Buckler 
PHW80 PI 565113  Moose 
 
